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Recently, I received a pile of photo albums from my mother-in-law. The albums were full of 
candid photographs she and others took of my wedding day, photographs of her overseas trip to our 
wedding, and a small official album she purchased from our photographer. She said she was sending 
them to us, so they didn’t get lost or thrown out by accident if anything were to happen to her. I was sad 
she was feeling this way, but I also very glad she had thought to make sure they were safe. As I looked 
through the albums, I was transported back thirty years to things I remembered, had completely 
forgotten, and hadn’t ever seen before. I saw faces of people now gone and faces of people very 
much grown up and changed. I realized how important it was to make sure these photographs were 
preserved and made more accessible to my family for another thirty years. I was going to have to 
digitize them.  

 
There are considerations for digitization, particularly storage and retrieval. Years ago, 

I downloaded digital images from my camera to a CD. After that, I transferred the images to an external 
hard drive, since that seemed like a better long-term storage option given changing technology and the 
possible lifespan of the CDs. Now, how I decide to store these wedding photographs may become 
obsolete at some point. Herein lies one of the ongoing problems that both individuals and institutions 
have when dealing with a digital asset. In the future, will we be able to retrieve the assets from their 
current means of storage, or is that storage medium going to be obsolete? Or, as in the case of video 
tapes today, will the machines necessary to play them for digitization purposes become more difficult to 
find, along with a  lack of people with interest in or with the knowledge to keep the machines in working 
order?   

As digital content and demand for access continues to grow at an ever-increasing rate, 
alongside a need for new accessible storage solutions, there is, thankfully, a lot of great work 
happening regarding the various challenges and concerns. At this year’s AMIA DAS (The Association 
of Moving Image Archivists: Digital Asset Symposium), held virtually in September 2020, diverse case 
studies focused on different aspects of those issues.  

 
Microsoft Research’s Project Silica stores data in glass using voxels, a 3D version of pixels, 

which are ‘burned’ into the glass in layers using a femtosecond laser, and which can contain vast 
amounts of data relative to the size of the medium. (In 2019, Microsoft worked with Warner Bros. to 
store the 1978 Superman movie on a roughly 75x75x2 millimeter piece of glass). To read the data, 
polarized light is shone through the glass, and machine learning is used to decode the patterns created 
as it reflects off the glass. Dr Ant Rowstron discussed how, unlike hard drives and indeed the Cloud, 
glass doesn’t have a limited lifespan and could remain stable for thousands of years. Silica glass is also 
extremely resilient and isn’t affected by the elements, such as heat, humidity, or cold. Obviously, a 
small piece of glass, not requiring special environmental conditions, is far more efficient in terms of cost 
and size of physical, long-term storage. There is no timeline yet for when Project Silica might be 
available commercially, although Dr Rowstron indicated things are progressing, and it was just a matter 
of time. This is a very exciting concept, but given the technology needed to both read and write in the 
glass, I do wonder how accessible and affordable this option will be to the average institutional 
customer.   

 
I was easily, and relatively inexpensively, able to migrate images from a CD to a hard drive for 

preservation, but for organizations and institutions, it’s a huge budgetary consideration. It’s not viable to 
digitize assets or to migrate content regularly to keep up with changing storage and preservation issues 
due to cost.    
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In 2016, the Louis Armstrong House Museum in Queens New York received a $2.7million grant 
from Robert F. Smith to digitize the entirety of the collection. Ricky Riccardi, Director of Research 
Collections, provided insight into this rather large undertaking. Various vendors worked over the course 
of 2 years to digitize film, sound recordings, scrapbooks, personal papers, sheet music and 
photographs, creating around sixty thousand digital assets. A lot of these items hadn’t previously been 
available to view. Interestingly, Ricky also noted that for years before he died, Louis Armstrong spent 
time personally archiving a lot of his collection, including trumpets, in his house in Queens. The 
collection was subsequently transferred to Queens College in 1986, and the collection was opened to 
researchers in 1994. The museum had to temporarily close this year due to Covid-19, but, because of 
the digitization efforts, Ricky has been able to put together various additional digital exhibitions on the 
museum’s website, allowing visitors to experience different media and learn more about Louis 
Armstrong’s life and legacy remotely.   

 
Covid-19 has obviously disrupted everyone’s life in 2020. More people around the world have 

had to ‘go remote’ and digital than ever before, be it for work or school purposes or to connect with 
friends, family, or other groups. More digital content is being created, like workgroups recording their 
Zoom or Team meetings, fitness instructors posting videos for their remote students, or parents 
sending photos and videos of their children to relatives they would normally see regularly. For the latter, 
a lot of this digital content is being created with cell phones. Our cell phones have become the vehicle 
for our amateur and home movies even more so than they were previously.    

 
The newest exhibit from the Film Department of the Museum of Modern Art in New York is 

entitled “Private Lives Public Spaces” and explores the importance of amateur and home movies in the 
20th century, specifically between 1907 and 1991, providing a candid glimpse into people’s lives not 
usually seen via commercial film production. Ron Magliozzi, Department of Film Curator; Katie Trainor, 
Film Collections Manager; Brittany Shaw, Curatorial Assistant; and Ashley Swinnerton, Collection 
Specialist, discussed how six hundred, mostly previously unseen, film reels from their archives, 
acquired over ninety years of collecting, were reviewed. Two hundred were chosen to be digitized to 
create displays on custom screens arranged within a darkened gallery and shown alongside analog film 
projections. One aspect of the group’s presentation highlighted how digital technology may increase the 
options for distribution and display in archival collections, but it takes away a certain experience of the 
original format and the unique reaction that an audience may have to the content at the time. I was 
particularly intrigued to hear that the film reels in the collection not only came from donations, but also 
from flea markets and other places where they had been discarded and abandoned – some of them 
thrown out as recently as the 1980s when new formats came in, such as VHS.    

 
So, how best to preserve my wedding album photographs? As well as making digital copies, I 

need to preserve the albums themselves, and make as many notations as I can for names and places. 
The experience when viewing the images digitally will be different, but just as important as leafing 
through the original ones on the ‘80s photo print paper. Hopefully, in the future, they aren’t relegated to 
the recycle bin. I also must remember to regularly back up my phone, so that the images and ‘home 
movies’ I have on it are also preserved for the future, and in a format that won’t be obsolete any time 
soon. 
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Resources and References 

Digital Asset Symposium-http://www.digitalassetsymposium.com/about/  

Project Silica- https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/project-silica/   

Project Silica proof of concept stores Warner Bros. ‘Superman’ movie on quartz glass- 
https://news.microsoft.com/innovation-stories/ignite-project-silica-superman/ 

Louis Armstrong House Museum- https://www.louisarmstronghouse.org/ 

MoMA: Private Lives Public Spaces- https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/5074 
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